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Before exploring what’s ahead in the 2020s, let’s first go back to the 1890s, when the 
streets of New York, London and other major cities were covered in millions of pounds 
of horse manure. The pressing nature of the ‘Great Manure Crisis’ sent it to the top of 
the agenda at the world’s first urban planning conference.1

Yet once cars appeared on the streets of New York in the early 1900s, 20 years was all it 
took for the piles of manure, and horses, to disappear.3 Within 50 years, the entire US 
had transitioned to the new, industrial way of transport, as had many other cities and 
countries around the world.4

Today we are in a similar position with industrial transport reaching its limits.5 This 
system not only produces 16% of the emissions fuelling the climate crisis,6 but also 
contributes to four million air pollution deaths annually,7 while also trapping people 
in traffic for up to 100 hours per year.8

At this time, the newly emerging industrial transport system—centred on individually 
owned, human operated, oil-fuelled combustion vehicles—offered a ‘clean’ solution. 
However, the thought of a ‘toy for the rich’ displacing a transport system thousands of 
years in the making seemed preposterous. Cost aside, people ‘loved’ their horses, there 
were no oil refineries or petrol stations, parts had to come from the carriage and 
bicycle industries, mechanics were blacksmiths, there were few paved roads and no 
right of way, world wars were raging and people didn’t know how to drive!2
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The modern transport system—centred on fleet-owned, autonomous, electric 
vehicles (A-EVs) available on-demand through mobility-as-a-service platforms—is 
emerging today yet seems decades away.9 Cost aside, people ‘love’ their cars, minerals 
are in short supply and charging stations are sparse, there are no dedicated suppliers 
with parts coming from the computer and electronic industries, mechanics are coders, 
there are few digitalised roads and no ethical standards and computers don’t know how 
to drive!10
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While these barriers are real, and will no doubt continue to fuel uncertainty, chaos and 
outrage, in the words of RethinkX founder James Arbib, they are variables, not 
constants.11 Many are already beginning to fall away. 

For example, in 2020, the cost of electric batteries from top suppliers dipped below the 
critical $100/KWh mass market price point12 and the number of public charging stations 
worldwide doubled to 1.4 million.13 In this same year, Waymo began offering commercial 
robotaxi services in Phoenix, Arizona, after its fleet drove for 5 billion years virtually and 
500 years physically without any major safety incidents.14 Alibaba’s AutoX and other 
Chinese companies similarly began serving Shanghai and other major cities with plans 
to become fully operational when regulation takes effect in 2025.15 This puts Chinese 
cities on track to adopt modern transport in just five years versus the 20 years it took 
US cities to adopt industrial transport. 

When this happens, will other cities stand idly by or step up? In the words of economist 
Rudi Dornbusch: things take longer to happen than you think they will, and then 
happen faster than you thought they could.
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